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mobile personal storage

as individual
as i am

Moby is a versatile, mobile storage unit that helps you
organise your workspace your way. It can be personalised
inside and out with accessories that save you time by
helping you to organise your stuff just the way you like it.
Like every Steelcase product, Moby is designed to help you
be more productive. It’s easy to reconfigure as your needs
change throughout the day so you’ll remain effective in
every work situation you encounter. And because Moby’s
mobile, you can take it with you and have everything you
need to hand.
But that’s not all. Moby has a standing height work surface,
which is ideal for a laptop or as an informal meeting
point. It can also be used as a screen to create privacy or
partition an area, helping you to make the most of your
workspace. Plus its cool modern design looks at home in
any environment. With Moby by your side, you’ll be able to
set up your own personal office wherever and whenever
you find a place to work.

B6123 | moby With drawer front (WY/ZW/590)
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organise your
workspace with
1+1 organisation
tools

Moby is more than just mobile storage; it’s also a mobile
office. Moby allows you to seemlessly transform any location
into your personal workstation with everything just the way
you like it - thanks to 1+1 Organisation Tools.
1+1 Organisation Tools are flexible, removable tools like
hooks, cable holders, trays and boxes designed to work in
combination with other Steelcase products. Simply transfer
your stuff from your Moby in moments by fixing, hanging or
slotting them onto or into another Steelcase product.
B6139

Secure sliding doors keep personnel files from
prying eyes; space for a diverse range of files and
personal effects.

B6136

Pull-out filing frames and a secure draw for
reference materials, a holder to house proofs,
drawings and plans, and book-ends to secure
reference books.

B6138

B6108 | moby with drawer front (WY/ZW/590)

Small, lightweight, secure configuration with a
storage box and shelf space for a few essential
items.

B6135

Keeps key papers organised and has shelf space for
A4 binders, samples and brochures, plus grab-and-go
bag deposit outside.

B6137

Hanging files for documents and vertical space for
A4 binders, a tidy drawer, a lockable sliding door
and external features.

B6134

Less is more: a slim, simple configuration with a
lockable sliding door for confidential documents
and a hook for outdoor clothes.
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UP TO

30

MINUTES a day

is the time wasted by 47% of all
European workers searching for
information.
Source: Steelcase Workplace
survey, IPSOS 2007

as flexible as you are
Moby helps you to be effective in any work situation because
you can simply take it with you and have the tools of your trade
at hand. It lets you reconfigure your work environment according
to your needs giving you the flexibility to be on top of things
wherever you want to work.
Moby’s multifunctionality means you can work how you want,
because it can be used for more than just storage - such as
informal meetings or to create visual privacy.
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this is not a cupboard
on castors.
this is my mobile office.
No two Mobys are alike because everyone’s different. Moby saves
you precious time and increases your productivity because it can
be set up just the way you want it.
Inside Moby is just as personal and unique as on the outside.
Configure it to suite your workstyle with smart, simple organisation
tools that sort and store your stuff more effectively, making life just
that little bit easier.
Moby allows you to seemlessly transform any location into your
personal workstation with everything just the way you like it –
thanks to 1+1 Organisation Tools. 1+1 Organisation Tools are
flexible, removable tools like hooks, cable holders, trays and boxes
designed to work in combination with other Steelcase products.
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1. laptop bag holder
Grab-and-go bag deposit outside.

2. tube / plans holder
Allows to house proofs, drawings
and plans.

3. magazine holder
Offers an integrated holder for
frequently used documents or
magazines.

4. letter box & label holder
Correspondence delivery is made
easier with the letter box and label
holder allows easy identification at
a glance.

5. book-end
Holds binders, books and other
documents in place.

6. cable stop
Keeps cables neatly together.
Stops cables slipping from surfaces.

7. coat / key hook
Ideal to keep personal items at sight
like jackets, keys and headsets.

8. personal locker
Secures your personal items or
confidential documents.

9. drawer & hanging files
frames
Hanging files for documents allow
space optimisation.

10. pull-out filing frames
Offers plenty of easy-to-access
space for files and documents.

11. 1+1 Binder holders &
Toolbox
Files and stationery you use daily
are within easy reach. Binder holder
is a perfect solution for vertical filing of
binders, books or files.

12. 1+1 Big box & Letter tray
The Box allows mobile and flexible
organisation for big items whereas
the letter tray is perfect to store small
stationery items, pens, stapler.
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Statement of line

SUSTAINABILITY

W708,5mm | D434mm

W538,5mm | D434mm

DESIGNING FOR THE ENVIRONMENT REQUIRES INNOVATIVE THINKING AND SOLUTIONS.

Drawers units | H721mm

Side opening tambour doors | H721mm

LIFE CYCLE

Certifications

During our products development process
we consider each stage of the life cycle: from
materials extraction, production, transport,
use and reuse, until the end of its life.

To show continuous improvements, we communicate Moby
environmental performance through voluntary environmental labels
and declarations. Sustainability related actions and results are
communicated in the annual Steelcase Corporate Responsibility
report.

Drawer units | H1071mm

MATERIALS

PRODUCT

14% recycled materials, by weight (9% pre-consumer + 5% postconsumer).
Wood from European sustainably managed forests.
85% recycled cardboard and 30% recycled LDPE film in packaging.

Side opening tambour doors | H1071mm

Product Environmental Profile
Blauer Engel
Indoor Advantage Gold

PRODUCTION

surface materials

Made in Durlangen (Germany) by Steelcase.
Uses powder-coat paints: VOC-free and free of heavy metals.

MATERIALS

PEFC - Programme for the Endorsement of Forest
Certification
E1 - Low concentration of formaldehyde in wood

Desktop/ Front: Metallic Aluminium 320
Slot: Slate 490
Carcass: Snow WY

B6544

B6542

TRANSPORT

Desktop/ Front: American Walnut NU
Slot: Slate 490
Carcass: Snow WY

Made in Europe, close to customers.
Optimised packaging to keep transport volumes as low as possible
and improve filling rates.
PLANTS

ISO 14001 - Environmental management system
USE

Designed for a long product life, with replaceable parts.
Materials meet stringent health and indoor air quality criteria.
Maintenance information available on steelcase.com

EMAS - European Eco-Management and Audit Scheme

Desktop/ Front: Snow WY
Slot: Red Orange 590
Carcass: Snow WY

B6546

B6545

END OF LIFE

Desktop/ Carcass: Snow WY
Slot: Slate 490
Front: Pearl Slate ZX

99% theoretically recyclable by weight.
100% theoretically recyclable cardboard and LDPE film for packaging.
Quick and easy disassembly.
Plastic parts clearly labelled for easy sorting and effective recycling.
Designed to ensure responsible end of use strategies - refurbishing,
charitable donation or recycling.

FIND OUT MORE

Visit steelcase.com to discover more about Steelcase’s unique
ecodesign strategy.

Surface materials shown in brochure:
WY Snow
490 Slate
ZW Snow
Colors are representative and may vary slightly from actual material.
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